Saluting Innovation @ Energous

by Ami Mizell-Flint and Jamie Lahiere

Saluting innovation at Energous for its new WattUp technology, offering electronic users the freedom to receive a charge from anywhere within a 30-foot range. Instead of surrendering your mobile device to a stationary charging station, WattUp converts a radio frequency (RF) signal into battery power to charge a variety of mobile electronic devices, without the use of cords. The WattUp RF system transmits a power signal to as many as twelve devices simultaneously. They just need to be connected to a WattUp receiver, which is similar to a Wi-Fi receiver.

Imagine a new reality of gadgets that never need new batteries, wearables that never need to be taken off, and mobile devices that stay mobile while recharging. We salute Energous for advancing towards a wireless reality and making low battery anxiety a thing of the past.

Read More InnoSalutes

Innovation comes in many shapes and sizes. Stay informed about the latest and greatest innovations happening in the world as our team salutes our favorites and uncovers what makes them authentically innovative. Click here for more #InnoSalutes.
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